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Abstract

China’s Orwellian security state has long been hailed by international media. No other country invested so strategically and massively in developing internet, digital, and AI technologies. To better understand the rationality underlying China’s AI development, this talk investigates the political project that is China’s ambition to become an ‘AI superpower’ including both domestic and international efforts. Taking the utilization of digital technologies to control the COVID-19 epidemic as a case study, I argue that the Chinese digital space is fragmented. Looking also beyond China’s borders, I give a first glimpse at my new research project which aims at analyzing global responses to China’s efforts to export digital (surveillance) technologies. By providing internet services abroad, Chinese data companies implement domestic data laws and internet regulations abroad. Beijing utilizes these companies to import foreign data (such as health information from U.S.-citizens) or directly censor online content in social media abroad (such as in Indonesia) which prompts questions about digital sovereignty.
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